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Meet the Giant Squid

You’ve made it past the drop box and the stacks of books on hold. 
Where to next? The librarian asks if you’ve checked out the young 
adult section lately, but after reading about narwhals, you’re more 
interested in science—and especially marine animals. The librari-
an points you in the direction of the nonfiction books related to the 
ocean. You spot a section about invertebrates and immediately get 
sucked into a book about … wait for it … giant squid! 

Do you know what distinguishes invertebrate animals from verte-
brates? Invertebrates don’t have backbones or bony inner skeletons! 
It’s hard to imagine our bodies without bones. But 97 percent of the 
world’s animals are invertebrates. These curious creatures range 
from microscopic mites to beautiful butterflies, sponges, spiders, jel-
lyfish, and more than 375 types of squid.

One group of squid are known 
as giant squid. Some of these su-
persized specimens have arms 
that can stretch to the height of 
a three-story building. And they 
have eyes as big as basketballs! 

All in the Family

All squid, as well as octopus and cuttlefish, are cephalopods. These 
tube-shaped, shell-free mollusks rely on special adaptations, or char-
acteristics, to survive deep down in the ocean. 

FU N FACT

Squid have lived on Earth 
for about 500 million years. 
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A Scientific Challenge

Scientists disagree on whether the giant squid is one species or a 
group of species. It’s difficult for scientists to find, track, and study 
giant squid to learn more about them because of how deep underwa-
ter they live. 

Bodies of these fascinating animals sometimes wash up on shores 
around the world. They’ve also been found floating on the ocean 
surface. These opportunities help scientists study the squid. For in-
stance, by cutting into the stomachs of washed-up giant squid, sci-
entists get clues about what they eat. Their favorite foods seem to be 
deepwater fish and other squid.

Pharaoh cuttlefish on a coral reef

The adaptations include high intelligence, speed, and an amazing 
ability to hide. Squid range in size from smaller than your thumb to 
longer than a school bus. Scientists once recorded a giant squid that 
weighed nearly a ton. 
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Ferocious Fishers

Giant squid catch their food by shooting out long feeding tentacles 
that act like a barbed net. These fierce and fatal tentacles have hun-
dreds of sharp, toothy suckers to grab prey. Eight suckered arms help 
pull prey back toward the squid’s beak. The beak then slices and dic-
es the food and sends it on to the radula. The radula—a tooth-cov-
ered tongue that would be at home in a monster movie—grinds the 
food and delivers it to the squid’s esophagus.

All squid have the same anato-
my, which includes muscles that 
pump water through a funnel 
to propel the squid, get rid of 
waste, lay eggs, and squirt de-
fensive ink in an emergency. The 

big difference for giant squid is simply size. Their feeding tentacles 
can stretch 33 feet to grab a fish. Their arm suckers can each measure 
2 inches across. And their enormous eyes can each be up to a foot in 
diameter. The mantle, or main body, of a giant squid can measure 
more than 7 feet long. 

Despite all the energy and growth it takes to get so big, like many 
other invertebrates, giant squid don’t live long. They grow fast and 
reproduce quickly, then die after about 5 years. 

DID YOU KNOW?

Scientists call the 
largest squid species 
the colossal squid.

Caribbean reef squid hovering over a tropical coral reef off the island of Roatán, Honduras


